The Civil Service
is not the kind of quantitative adjustment that the normal
working of our system requires. The difference is a
qualitative one due to a conflict of major premisses; and
we cannot judge just what the neutrality of the Civil
Service really means until it has been tested on the plane
of qualitative difference.
So far as we have knowledge, it does not exist in
Whitehall properly so called. Our evidence relates to the
army in the Ulster crisis; and, no doubt, both the tradi-
tions and the psychology of the army are very different
from those of civilian officials. But it is certainly of major
importance in this context that Sir Henry Wilson, then
the Director of Military Operations at the War Office,
did not think it incompatible with his official position
to intrigue against the Government he served both with
officers to whom that Government was issuing orders
and with the Leaders of the Opposition who were seeking,
by similar intrigues, to wreck the Government's plans.
Nor is it less important that Sir John French, while
Commander-in-Chief in France, intrigued with the Press
in order to force his views upon the Government which
had appointed him to the post. I have taken two instances
only; the reader of Sir Henry Wilson's Diaries and of
Mr. Lloyd George's War Memoirs will know that they
are not unique. The problem they raise is the grave
problem of an army whose officers—so to say its adminis-
trative class—have strong convictions directly opposed
to those of the Government they serve. Assuming—as
parliamentary government assumes—the necessary supre-
macy of the civil power, can a Government in critical
circumstances rely upon the undivided loyalty of its
officers? Can it do so remembering the relatively narrow
class-horizon they represent, the habits that class-horizon
has meant in Russia, in Germany, in Italy, and in Spain?
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